**The Invocations**
by Krystal Sutherland
YF Sutherland
When a serial killer targets Emer, an orphaned witch with dark and deadly powers, and her clients Zara and Jude, the three girls form an uneasy alliance to hunt the killer before they meet the same fate.

**Lost in the Never Woods**
by Aiden Thomas
YF Thomas
Forced to confront a past she cannot remember involving the disappearance of her two brothers five years earlier, Wendy encounters a boy who begs for her help when other children start to go missing.

**Silver in the Mist**
by Emily Victoria
YF Victoria
On her most dangerous mission yet, Devlin must infiltrate the royal court of neighboring country Cerena to steal the magic needed to save Aris from The Mists, a malevolent magic swallowing its edges.

**Just Do This One Thing for Me**
by Laura Zimmermann
YF Zimmerman
When her scamming mother disappears, Drew is left to care for her young siblings and must decide whether or not to keep up the cons holding her family together.
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**Someone Is Always Watching**
by Kelley Armstrong
YF Armstrong
When Gabrielle is found covered in blood in front of her dead principal, three friends discover their lives are a lie as the walls built around their real memories come crashing down.

**Warrior Girl Unearthed**
by Angeline Boulley
YF Boulley
With the rising number of missing Indigenous women, a murder investigation, and grave robbers, Perry takes matters into her own hands to solve the mystery and reclaim her people's inheritance.

**Foul Lady Fortune**
by Chloe Gong
YF Gong
As a series of murders cause unrest in Shanghai, Rosalind, aka Fortune, must team up with a spy, who has his own agenda, and attempt to unravel a conspiracy that is more horrifying than they could have ever imagined.

**Where Echoes Die**
by Courtney Gould
YF Gould
Arriving in an isolated Arizona town to investigate its connection to their mother's death, sisters Beck and Riley suspect the town's enigmatic leader and his daughter know more than they're letting on as they uncover far more than just the truth.

**Only She Came Back**
by Margot Harrison
YF Harrison
True-crime fanatic Sam reaches out to Kiri, a former classmate accused of murdering her influencer boyfriend. Sam must choose between loyalty to Kiri and becoming the center of the story.

**Girl Forgotten**
by April Henry
YF Henry
True-crime fan Piper begins receiving anonymous threats warning her away from the unsolved murder of Layla Trello, leading Piper to believe the killer is still out there and coming for her next.

**The Summer She Went Missing**
by Chelsea Ichaso
YF Ichaso
A year after her best friend Audrey went missing, Paige finds a burner phone hidden in Audrey's old room that links her disappearance to that of another missing girl.

**Missing Clarissa**
by Ripley Jones
YF Jones
High School juniors and best friends Blair and Cameron start a true crime podcast to finally discover the truth 20 years after the mysterious disappearance of a popular cheerleader.

**Thieves' Gambit**
by Kayvion Lewis
YF Lewis
To save her mother's life, Ross enters the Thieves' Gambit, a series of dangerous, international heists where the grand prize is a wish for anything in the world, forcing her to decide who to con and who to trust.

**The One That Got Away With Murder**
by Trish Lundy
YF Lundy
Hoping for a fresh start Lauren starts seeing Robbie, but is he a killer? When she finds evidence to prove his guilt, she also discovers there is a town full of likely suspects.

**I'll Tell You No Lies**
by Amanda McCrina
YF McCrina
Set during the Cold War in upstate New York, Shelby Blaine, the teenage daughter of an Air Force intelligence officer, becomes entangled with an escaped Soviet pilot accused of being a spy.

**Secrets Never Die**
by Vincent Ralph
YF Ralph
Each Halloween five friends hold a funeral for their secrets in an abandoned hut, but when their ritual is disrupted, the friends must uncover their blackmailer before all their secrets are told and their lives are ruined.